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Totally Invertible 
Matrices - A Combinatorial Concept 
by H. GINGOLD” 
1. Introduction 
In this synopsis we discuss matrices which will be defined to be “totally invertible” 
in a sense to be determined. This notion of totally invertible matrices carries with it a 
combinatorial flavor. The interpretation of this notion may remind us of a machine such 
that any recombination of its parts as submachines can work in parallel independently, 
the output of each determining a unique input. 
In order to get familiar with these ideas let us proceed with a few definitions. 
Let V = (vt, vs,. , vj) be a vector in a linear space. Let A = (aij), i = 1, . . , n, 
j= l,..., m, be a matrix with entries aij in a field F. Then S(V), S(A) will denote the 
corresponding sets of elements 
s(v) = {“j}, 
S(A) = {aij}, 
Notice that by this notation an 
than once. We have: 
DEFINITION 1.1. We say that 
j= l,...,J, 
i=l,..., I, j=l,..., J. 
element in S(V) or S(A) is allowed to occur more 
A is a totally invertible matrix if any d-by-d matrix 
created from d2 elements of S(A) (d” < nm) is invertible. 
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DEFINITION 1.2. We say that a given set of elements $ (repetition of elements is 
allowed) is a Carlian set if any d-by-d matrix A with S(A) s $ is invertible. 
We turn to 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let C be a Carlian set. Then A is a totally invertible matrix ijjf 
S(A) is a Carlian set of cardinality ZJ. 
Our main tool for the construction of totally invertible matrices is Proposition 1.3. 
Its trivial proof is omitted. 
One might be tempted to believe that the concept of a totally invertible matrix has 
been extensively studied in the context of the theory of linear operators and their 
restrictions to operation on subspaces or manifolds. However, a matrix all of whose 
submatrices are of maximal rank need not be totally invertible. A simple example is the 
Vandermonde matrix with hf # 0, 1, 
1 1 
VDM = 
[ 1 A, A;’ ’ 
all of whose submatrices are of maximal rank. On the other hand 
A, 1 I I = 0. 1 x;’ 
Thus S(VDM) is not a Carlian set. 
We will produce three different constructions of arbitrarily large totally invertible 
matrices. The first construction is produced via field splitting. The second construction 
is produced via an asymptotic argument. The third construction involves infinite- 
dimensional entries. The density of totally invertible matrices and unresolved questions 
are pointed out. The proofs of the theorems which will be stated below can be found in 
Gingold [3]. Three-dimensional versions of these concepts are also given in [3]. 
2. Carlian Sets via Field Splitting 
One of the ways to generate Carlian sets whose elements belong to a general given 
field F is via field splitting. Assume that there exists a sequence of subfields 
F, c Fl c F, c . . . c Fd c F 
such that the sets Ar, As,. . . , Ad defined by 
A1 = Fl\ F, # 0, A2 = F2\ Fl # 0,. . . , Ad = Fd\ Fdpl # @ (2.1) 
are nonempty. Choose 0~~ E Ai, oz E As, . , (Yk E Lik, k < d. Then one can easily prove 
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by induction: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The set Sk = {ai: crieAi, i = 1,. . . , k} is Cm-km. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Consider A = (aij), where aij = 22~1’1’ and N = {nij: i, j = 
1 ,...1 n} is a set of distinct natural numbers. Then A is Carlian. 
Example 2.2 can be generalized in various directions. Let p be a prime number. 
Consider the qth root of p, 4 > 1, q a natural number. The set of numbers S = { pq-“‘}, 
j= l,..., n, where { nj} is a set of distinct natural numbers, is believed to be a Carlian 
set. The matrix A = (aij = pq-“I’) is totally mv rti e e bl f or a set of natural numbers 
{nij}, i = 1,. . , I, j = 1,. . . , m, which are distinct from each other. 
3. Carlian Sets uia an Asymptotic Argument 
In the sequel we are going to construct Carlian sets whose entries are natural 
numbers. To that end we employ an asymptotic argument given in 
THEOREM 3.1. Let p, mjn, j = 1,. . . , J, be natural numbers. Let the set { nj} 
consist of distinct natural numbers. Then there exists an m. = mo( p, { nj}, j = 1, , J) 
such that for m > mO, S = { p”‘“‘, j = 1, . . , J} is a Carlian set. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. The matrix A = (aij) given by 
+ 2 n? * 2 m” 
f2775 *2m” 
*2m7 *2mH +2m’) I 
is totally invertible for m large enough. 
REMARK. Theorem 3.1 provides a means to construct arbitrarily large matrices 
with entries which are positive integers and which are totally invertible. 
4. Carlian Sets with Infinite-Dimensional Elements 
Consider the field F of formal power series 
f(x) = ..[, + ._lanx+ 
with raninteger r=O, +l, +2 ,..., ande,a,EF, n=O,l,... . Inthisfield Fwe 
have 
DEFINITION 4.1. An l-by-l matrix A = (aij), i, j = 1, . . , 1, is called invertible if 
aij E F, and det A, defined as an element of F (in the sense of formal power series), is 
such that det A = r’B(1 + X:-1 a,~“), with 0 # 0. 
(Notice that r < 0 is allowed). 
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We are ready now to formulate 
PR~~YSITI~N 4.2. The set of elements 
( m 
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s= h(x) = 1+ ~~l(n!)“‘Y:j= l,...,J , 
i 1 
with mj distinct positiue integers such that ] mj - rnk ( > 3, j + k, is Carlian. 
5. Density Arguments 
Let us pose the following question. Can any matrix, including a singular one, be 
approximated by a totally invertible matrix? In order to answer this question we utilize 
some continuity considerations. It can be shown that any finite set of real numbers can 
be approximated by a Carlian set. Consequently, any matrix can be approximated by an 
arbitrarily close totally invertible matrix. The conclusion could be derived by use of 
results of Section 2. 
Formally we have: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Giuen a uector V = (sr, ss, . . , s,) in RI, there exists aAuector 
+E RJ such that for /L > 0, p arbitrarily small, we haue I] V - V ]] < p and S(V) is a 
Carliafl set. 
Giuen any n-by-m matrix A, there exists an n-by-m matrix i which is totally 
inuertible and such that 11 A - ill < p for p positiue and arbitrarily smull and fixed. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the n-by-n matrix 
1 . . . 
A= : 
[ 1 f = (aij= l), i,j= l,..., n. ; . . . ; 
Every k-by-k submatrix, k > 1, created from the set S(A) must vanish. [ ] hl - A! = 
X”-‘(h - n), and A is diagonalizable.] Nevertheless, consider the matrix A = 
(ciij = 2 2m”i’), where {nij} is a set of n2 distinct natural numbers. Since lim,,,, 2’-“” 
= 1, there exists an no such that for nij 2 fo, i, j = 1, . , n, we have I] A - 611 < E, 
where E > 0 is arbitrarily small. Moreover, A is totally invertible. 
6. Problems for Further Consideration 
Let A be an infinite-dimensional matrix. We have 
DEFINITION. We say that A is uniformly (6 > 0) totally inuertible if every deter- 
minant d created of any k2 elements of A is such that I d ] Z 6 > 0. 
The question that arises then is to construct infinite-dimensional, uniformly (6 > 0) 
totally invertible matrices. 
The other problems arise via the following definitions. 
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DEFINITION. We say that A is an (II. /a) totally inoertible matrix if every k-by-k 
submatrix of A with I, 6 k 6 1, is totally invertible. 
We also have 
DEFINITION. We say that A is a precisely (r, 1, < 1s) totaUy inoertible matrix if 
every set of r elements with 1, Q r < 1, made of S(A) is Carlian, but there exist 
subsets of S(A) of cardinality r with r < 1, and r > 1, which are not Carhan sets. 
The problem is then to construct matrices A of arbitrarily large magnitude which 
satisfy the definitions given above. 
REMARK. Even though the three constructions of totally invertible matrices dis- 
cussed in this paper are different in their nature, a “common denominator” can be 
found. Intuitively one may say that in the three constructions given above a large 
Carlian set is one in which evey element plays a unique role which i.s dqferent than the 
role played by any other element in the construction of a totally invertible matrix. 
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Quasimonotonic Seminorms 
on C” and Their Absolute Mappings 
by MOSHE GOLDBERG’ 
As usual, a function 
S:C”+R 
is called a seminorm on the space of complex n-tuples if for all x E C” and A E C 
S(x) 2 0, 
S(hx) = I Al S(X)> 
S(x+y)~S(x)+S(y). 
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